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In CM of therooststubbornly fought
games over played on the University
of Washington field, the Washington
State College team defeated the Seattle boys last Thursday afternoon by
outclassing them in tho second half of
the contest. The II. of W. team,
captained by Bagabaw and .coached by
Place, played the Crimson and Gray
to a standstill in the first half and if
| anything are entitled perhaps to a
shade the best of the argument, but
j from the start of the second jmlf,
Coach Bender's men got down to work
; with a grim determination to show the
Seattle people that just because they
were from W.S.C. was no sign the
Univenity had a better- bunch, and it
is a pretty sure guess that every U. of
W. man who saw the game and
one of the thirteen men
Place in the game know that .-Ca]
Nissen and bia men know the
of football about as well as the
people even if they do attend wl
University Wave is pleased to intimate
a "cow college not in the University's
| class/'
The game was of the hair raising
variety and every inch of ground was
fought for by both teams. The University players are a bunch of scrappers and nev*r a bit did they let up
until the last whistle blew. But no
$ matter how hard they charged the
4 Crimson and Gmy line and no matter
bow hard tbey smashed op the acrimthe men coached by Bender

ilit;
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W. S. C. Too Strong for the State U. Both
Teams Fight to the Finish.
were never found wanting. Every
W.S.C. man was in the game to win,
and Hardy, who should have been taken out at the verjr start of the contest,
stayed with the team until-talien out,
despite the fact that (lis right arm was
IlW.&Lc. bad showed half
the spirit in the game with Idaho, the
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latter would neva • have beaten tW
Crimson and Gray.
The game was played on a heavy
field, in a dealing rain before a crowd
of about 2500 or 30p0 football enthusiasts who kept up i continuous roaring
with their yells. W.S.C. w*s represented by about 20 i loyal supporters,
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- 7 traveled many miles
many of wbiof)
citi
that they mifl see their alma mater
drag the University colon in (to own
mud. Victory is sweet, but It is all
the sweeter for the Crimson and Gray
iors because of the fact that when
made their first appearance on the
U. campus, tbey were greeted with
shouts of "Hello Reubens;" "there
are the farmers," etc., from the boys'
dormitory.
It. is not tbe intention to complain
of the treatment received from the U.
of W. management. Far be it from
that. The relation between the two
managements was entirely congenial
and pleasant and Manager Rsimu—srt
of jkhe University team was certainly
pleasant with all his dealings with themen from Pullman. Thanks are due him. Despitethe fact that many of
the westsiders were against the game,
'Rasmussen was courteous in all his
dealings, and the one* who were so set
ag*lnst the game iiiid threw slandering;
at the visitors are probably
the "roughnecks" of tbe school, the
very ones who have been repeatedly
roasted by the Seattle Times for their
disloyal spirit toward tbe U., and the
ones whom tbe true sportsmen of the
west side institution' might well be
of.
time itself was pronounced by
Seattle crities one of the best exhibitions of tbe kind eeerf there for many
a day. For the U. the work of
" Poliy" Grimm dearly outshone that
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